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講演

@ Jissen Women’s Univ, Shibuya Campus 602

27th August 2018 13:00～17:30

Guest Helen・M・Gunter
Professor of education policy, at the University of Manchester, Department of Education

A researcher of educational policy at the University of Manchester, UK. She has done comparative studies of school 
leadership in different countries. For recent works: Educational Leadership and Hannah Arendt, (Routledge 
2014), and An Intellectual History of School Leadership (Bloomsbury 2016) and more.

‘Education in at a time of standardisation 
– comparative studies of the theory and practice of school leadership’

【Panelists】
Masaaki Katsuno :Professor at the University of Tokyo, Graduate School, Department of Education

A researcher of educational administration and policy in Japan, who addresses a research of educational leadership of Japan these days.  For recent 
works: Ideas and Policies of  assessments of teachers : comparative studies between Japan and UK, Eidel Institute, Educational Administration and 
management, Press of Open University of Japan, and more.

Koichi Motonushi :Senior Advisor at Board of Education in Fukuoka City, Former Head of Toko Junior High School

He had been attracted public attention for making remarkable success in his school improvement in a difficulty concentrated area as a head teacher.  
It was carries out by his outstanding leadership; changing teaching methods of all teachers in his school, obtaining cooperation of the old people’s 
association through negotiation and so on.  He now works for the Board of Education, advising schools in the area with management.

【The Chair】
Koichi Nakata : Daito-Bunka University

【Interpreters】
Rika Akiyama／Mark Christianson

【Coordinators】
Koichi Nakata／Natsuyo Seida

Made possible by a grant from Jissen Women’s University, Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) 16K04575(Natsuyo Seida)

Fee Free Everyone is Welcome

Educational Leadership at a Time of Standardization

Symposium of the 27th annual conference, Japan-UK Education Forum 

What are the problems of  Educational Reforms 
by Standards and Assessments 


